Tidal interactions in close star-planet or binary star systems may excite inertial waves (their restoring force is the Coriolis force) in the convective region of the stars. The dissipation of these waves plays a prominent role in the long-term orbital and rotational evolution of the bodies involved. If the primary star rotates as a solid body, inertial waves have a Dopplershifted frequency restricted to the range [−2Ω, 2Ω] (Ω being the angular velocity of the star), and they can propagate in the entire convective region. However, turbulent convection can sustain di erential rotation with an equatorial acceleration (as in the Sun) or deceleration that modi es the frequency range and propagation domain of inertial waves and allows corotation resonances for non-axisymmetric oscillations. In this work, we perform numerical simulations of tidally excited inertial waves in a di erentially rotating convective envelope with a conical (or latitudinal) rotation pro le. The tidal forcing that we adopt contains spherical harmonics that correspond to the case of a circular and coplanar orbit. We study the viscous dissipation of the waves as a function of tidal frequency for various stellar masses and di erential rotation parameters, as well as its dependence on the turbulent viscosity coe cient. We compare our results with previous studies assuming solid-body rotation and point out the potential key role of corotation resonances in the dynamical evolution of close-in star-planet or binary systems.
Introduction
The tidal potential exerted by a close-in planet on a lowmass star may excite inertial waves in the star's convective envelope (see, e.g., Ogilvie & Lin, 2007; Barker & Ogilvie, 2009; . The energy and angular momentum deposited by these waves drives the ultimate evolution of the orbit and spin of the system (e.g., Hut, 1980; Meibom & Mathieu, 2005) . Moreover, the dissipation of tidal inertial waves presents strong variations with the internal structure and rotation of stars (and planets) and with forcing frequencies. These variations have a profound impact on the evolution of the spin and orbit of close-in systems (Auclair- Desrotour et al., 2014; Bolmont & Mathis, 2016) . Convection may lead to conical -solar/antisolar-type -or sometimes cylindrical di erential rotation pro les (Schou et al., 1998; Barnes et al., 2005; Matt et al., 2011; Gastine et al., 2014; Brun et al., 2015; Varela et al., 2016) . Di erential rotation strongly modi es the propagation and dissipation properties of inertial waves compared to solid-body rotation, as shown by Baruteau & Rieutord (2013) for shellular and cylindrical rotation pro les. In this communication, we expose our rst results on tidally excited inertial waves in a di erentially rotating convective envelope, focusing on the case of conical rotation. After reviewing the general properties of inertial eigenmodes with conical di erential rotation in Sect. 2, we present in Sect. 3 some preliminary results on the tidal dissipation of forced inertial modes.
Properties of inertial eigenmodes
We model the convective envelope of low-mass stars as an homogeneous incompressible uid of density ρ and kinematic (turbulent) viscosity ν inside a spherical shell of aspect ratio η. We take the rotation pro le of the envelope to be conical, i.e. depending only on the colatitude θ:
where Ω ref denotes the angular velocity at the rotation axis and ε gives the solar (ε > 0) or anti-solar (ε < 0) behavior of the di erential rotation. In the inviscid eigenvalue problem, we can derive the propagation properties of free inertial waves upon examination at the paths of characteristics. For conical di erential rotation (ε = 0), we nd that :
• the slope of characteristics depends on position, which means their paths are curves instead of straight lines as in solid body rotation (see g. 1),
• the usual range of Doppler-shifted frequencies allowed for inertial waves in solid body rotation,
, can be broadened by di erential rotation (see g. 2),
• turning surfaces arising because of di erential rotation imply two kinds of eigenmodes: D modes (where inertial waves can propagate throughout the entire convective envelope) and DT modes (waves propagate in part of the envelope), • corotation resonances exist in the shell (they are locations whereω p = 0),
• paths of characteristics may focus along attractor cycles or toward single points which are located at the intersection of a turning surface and one of the shell's boundaries.
The variety of inertial eigenmodes is illustrated in g. 2 for the azimuthal wavenumber m = 2. We have examined their dissipation properties in the viscous eigenvalue problem (ν = 0) by solving the viscous linear equations using a spectral code. For more details, see Guenel et al. (2016) .
3 Tidally-forced regime and viscous dissipation 3.1 Physical setup and simpli ed forcing We now present our rst results on tidally excited inertial oscillations in the convective envelope of a low-mass star with conical di erential rotation. We look for perturbations of the velocity (u) and of the reduced pressure (p) that are proportional to exp (iω p t + imϕ) and which satisfy the linear system :
along with stress-free boundary conditions. In these equations, f is the tidal forcing, namely a harmonic forcing with tidal frequency ω p in the inertial frame (ω p (θ) = ω p +mΩ(θ) is the Doppler-shifted tidal frequency in the uid frame).
In this work we adopt the same modelling of the tidal forcing as in Ogilvie (2009) . Instead of including an explicit tidal force (f ) in Eq. (2), we set the radial component of the perturbed radial velocity at the surface of the shell to scale as a single spherical harmonic (the scaling factor, which we denote by A, is arbitrary). We choose the harmonic Y 2 2 (θ, ϕ), which corresponds to the case of a circular and coplanar orbit. This assumption implies that we calculate forced inertial oscillations with m = 2 only.
Energy balance and viscous dissipation
Using the same spectral method as in Rieutord (1987) and Guenel et al. (2016) , we compute numerical solutions to Eqs.
(2)-(3) varying the shell's aspect ratio η, the di erential rotation parameter ε, the Ekman number E = ν/ Ω ref R
2 (with R the shell's radius) and the tidal frequency ω p .
For all these calculations, we compute the (time-averaged) volume-integrated viscous dissipation rate
as a proxy for tidal dissipation. In the case of solid-body rotation, this quantity is equal to the (time-averaged) power input by the tidal forcing. But this does not hold true when di erential rotation is present (ε = 0) as free energy is also supplied from the shear. As a rst step, we study the in uence of viscosity (embodied in the Ekman number E) for a Sun-like star with aspect ratio η = 0.71 and ε = 0.3. For these parameters, the frequency range in which inertial eigenmodes may exist is For every Ekman number in {10 −4 , 10 −5 , 10 −6 , 10 −7 } relevant for stellar interiors (Ogilvie & Lin, 2007; Mathis et al., 2016) , we calculate the uid's response to the simplied forcing described in Sect. 3.1 for 1000 forcing frequencies in the range −6 ≤ ω p /Ω ref ≤ 1. For instance, Fig. 3 displays a meridional cut of the viscous dissipation induced by a forced oscillation for E = 10 −7 and ω p ≈ −3.29Ω ref (in the frequency range of D modes). From these calculations we infer the (time-averaged) volume-integrated viscous dissipation rate de ned by Eq. 4. The viscous dissipation spectrum is displayed in Fig. 4 . First, we notice that the dissipation rate is almost constant outside of the range −4.6 ≤ ω p /Ω ref 0.075 since no inertial waves may propagate and thus dissipate in the shell. This nearly constant non-resonant background is usually the smallest value obtained for the dissipation rate over all tidal frequencies, and we checked that it scales with E (e.g Ogilvie & Lin, 2004; Auclair Desrotour et al., 2015) . In a real star, it may correspond to the so-called equilibrium/non-wave like tide (e.g., Zahn, 1966; Remus et al., 2012; Ogilvie, 2013) .
In the frequency range −4 ≤ ω p /Ω ref ≤ 0 corresponding to D modes, the viscous dissipation spectrum shows a behavior that is essentially reminiscent to the case of solidbody rotation: it becomes richer as E decreases, with an increasing number of peaks and troughs (e.g., Ogilvie, 2009; Rieutord & Valdettaro, 2010; Auclair Desrotour et al., 2015) . Moreover, the viscous dissipation rate seems to show very few resonant peaks in the frequency range of DT modes Finally, in the frequency range −2.6 ≤ ω p /Ω ref ≤ −2, where a corotation resonance exists, we nd that the viscous dissipation rate is dramatically enhanced (by several orders of magnitude) for E = 10 −6 and 10 −7 . However, no signi cant enhancement occurs for E = 10 −4 and 10 −5 , despite the existence of the very same corotation resonance. We checked the convergence of our results against increasing the spectral resolution for the models where a corotation resonance threads the shell. While an enhanced viscous dissipation rate can be expected when a corotation resonance threads the shell (the ow is formally singular there in the inviscid limit, but the singularity is regularized by viscosity), the magnitude of this enhancement is not totally understood, in part due to the possibility that some inertial eigenmodes with conical di erential rotation may be unstable in the presence of a corotation resonance . Hence the cut in the y-axis in the dissipation spectrum displayed in Fig. 4 . Nonetheless, preliminary calculations with cylindrical di erential rotation, where eigenmodes are always stable in the presence of a corotation resonance (Baruteau & Rieutord, 2013) , also show a large increase in the viscous dissipation rate in the frequency range of corotation resonances. This points towards a potential key role of corotation resonances for tidal dissipation in differentially rotating stars and planets. Zenodo, 2016 
Concluding remarks
We have carried out a rst numerical exploration of tidally excited inertial waves in the di erentially rotating convective envelope of a low-mass star, assuming conical di erential rotation as observed in the Sun and other solar-like stars and predicted by numerical simulations. Our preliminary results show a rich spectrum for the viscous dissipation rate of the waves. Interestingly, when a corotation resonance exists in the envelope, the viscous dissipation is greatly enhanced, which could lead a priori to a rapid tidal evolution of the orbit and/or spin of the system. Note however that in our study the background pro le of di erential rotation is xed ānd not altered by the dissipation of tidal waves. Our work is to some extent complementary to that of Favier et al. (2014) , who studied the deposition of angular momentum by forced inertial waves in the non-linear regime, but propagating in an initially uniformly-rotating background ow. Future extensions of our work include taking into account the feedback of tidal waves' dissipation on the background rotation pro le.
